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In the 1930-ies, Strassmann and Hahn had done 
analysis for the nuclear decay of uranium. The 
nuclear decay followed to associate degree 
exponential of logarithm. within the 1970- ies, many 
medical doctors with facilities of arithmetic whereas 
operating in medicine, had developed the new 
discipline of materia medica. 2 of them were Dettli 
and Baethke. They recognized a similar principle of 
decay within the drug elimination, the exponential. 
They conjointly introduced nearly the term, the 
biological half-life-time, so as to characterize the 
elimination of a drug.
Heparin (regular, un-fragmented) had used for 
nearly each made qualitative analysis since Kolff and 
Alwall. Haas had tried while not anticoagulant. There 
had been continually occlusion of the extracorporeal 
circuit. anticoagulant features a half-life-time of 1 
hour, once it’ll utilized in i.v. supply. therefore this 
can be a brief half-life-time. Basics of materia medica 
can tell, that a drug has disappeared clinically with 
the threefold half-life-time. With different words: 
concerning clinical concentration, anticoagulant are 
not gift once 3 hours, once given in i.v. supply. bottom 
rest concentrations are gift to 11-fold half-life- time. 
But these, you ne’er will use for clinical treatments.
Because of this short biological half-life-time of 
anticoagulant, the regular application of it had given 
nearly continually in former times in an exceedingly 
bolus at the beginning of the qualitative analysis 

treatment and a nonstop infusion with a pump. Today, a smaller 
variety of qualitative analysis centres will use solely an even bigger 
anticoagulant bolus at the beginning of qualitative analysis and not a 
nonstop anticoagulant infusion by a pump. is that this a problem?
With an even bigger dose of anticoagulant, this single bolus construct 
tries to beat the material possession of Pharmacokinetics: once one hour 
of qualitative analysis treatment, there’ll be solely 1/2 this larger dose 
gift, whereas the danger of action raises with the continuing treatment 
time. Clearly spoken: there’ll be continually a risk of action once hours of 
3:30 h, growing the additional qualitative analysis treatment.
When action of the extracorporeal circuit hat appeared, these days 
the EPO dose can powerfully elevated. this may conjointly elevate the 
prices for the health insurances. But often, the method of settlement 
can disagree within the method. attributable to this, the enlargement 
of universe prices won’t recognised. Savings of smaller prices, the 
anticoagulant perfusor syringe, will named for argumentations.
What is the most effective choice of i.v. anticoagulant supply? initially, 
this remains the mixture of a smaller bolus and a nonstop infusion. 
At second (and this can be the explanation for this Editorial), a second 
bolus are cheap (instead of the continual anticoagulant infusion) so 
as to forestall a frequent action of the extracorporeal unit. This will 
contemplate the short half-life-time of i.v. Heparin.
A last remark. just in case of the target to use a bottom dose of
i.v. Heparin, you certainly ought to like the continual anticoagulant 
infusion so as to avoid the pharmacokinetic saw tooth of this double 
bolus construct.
In the graph, you may see the various 3 ideas of i.v. anticoagulant provide 
as a principle:
1. huge single bolus.
2. tiny bolus with continuous perfusor provide.
3. The second bolus construct expressed with the half-life- time 
(Figure 1).
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